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quick scan is a basic feature that helps in recovering the critical data
easily from the corrupted or formatted file storage. it is a pretty quick

and easy to use process. quick scan makes an efficient use of
minimum cpu and memory resources and saves time, this increases
the speed of scanning the entire hard drive. deep scan is a powerful

feature that is primarily used to recover the file contents that has
been lost due to corruption/malware infection, accidental formatting of
any partition, and hard drive failure/ damage. it is a one-stop solution
that lets you recover files even from the worst case scenario. deleted

or formatted partition data recovery is the major strength of the stellar
phoenix software. while other data recovery software only recover the
deleted files or deleted volumes, the stellar data recovery technician
helps you recover the corrupted, formatted, or damaged partition as

well. you need not worry about which raid parameters to use for
reconstruction. the software does it all, once you run the recovery

process and give your consent to proceed. the stellar data recovery
technician will let you recover your lost partition quickly and easily.
apart from this, the software also lets you recover your deleted files

from one of your encrypted hdd or external drives. this results in data
recovery of all your lost files in a jiffy. this software is the ideal option
for all types of data recovery needs. it works fast and is smart. stellar
phoenix does not need complex user interface or complicated scan

settings and just has to be installed – it’s all there!
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once you recover your data, stellar data recovery lets you open the
recovery wizard, and select files and folders to recover. you can select

the files and folders to recover, and specify whether you want the
recovered data to be in original format or converted to other formats
such as csv, txt, xml, word, rtf, jpeg and other formats. further, the
program also lets you save the recovered files in multiple formats

such as csv, txt, xml, word, rtf, jpeg and other. if your data is
recoverable but not in the correct sequence, you can use the re-

sequence option and you can save the original file name, file
extension, creation, last modified, and size. in the "overwrite" option,
you can choose to keep the original contents (if available) and delete
the new contents. the software has a built-in system restore tool that
can help you recover your windows pc from an earlier point by using
the imagenation" window. if you are not able to use this option, then
you can use the "system snapshots" feature. this feature is especially
designed for windows xp computers and it’ll create a backup image

each time your windows system is powered on. the images are saved
in a folder and they are password protected. you can easily restore

your windows system to any earlier date with that help. the software
makes your life easy by offering "recover more" mode, from here you
can instantly recover as many files from multiple volumes by selecting
the "recover more files from all volumes on this computer" option. the

software automatically creates an image of the backed-up content
after the scan completes. the created image has a zip and rar

extension, so when you install this image on a different volume you
will still get the original files. 5ec8ef588b
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